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Special offers

Flipstick Telescopic Cane extra long pink

Model:7702XXL-pk

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour:pink
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-pk

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick walking stick pink

Model:7701-pk

The Flipstick walking stick with seat in the trendy colour pink
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black , seat colour pink
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR   35,92 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra long light green

Model:7702-hg

This flipstick is extra long and in a beautiful bright green, best suited for people from 1.80m height.
    Length as stick 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    Colour: light green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-hg

44,90 EUR   33,67 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short black-red

Model:FL7801-DR

New: The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a bright red.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    in the colour red seat / black stick
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-dr

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Special-offers/Flipstick-Telescopic-Cane-extra-long-pink::643.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Standard-length/Flipstick-walking-stick-pink::629.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Extra-long/Seat-stick-extra-long-light-green::632.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Special-offers/Seat-stick-extra-short-black-red::605.html
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Special offers

Telescopic walking stick blue

Model:7704-bl

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used to adjust both the sitting height and the walking height.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic stick can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-bl

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Adjustable/Telescopic-walking-stick-blue::505.html
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Used sticks

Extra short seat stick foldable with bag pink

Model:7803-pk

This Flipstick perchin the trendy colour pink is a popular model. Because this walking stick is foldable
and fits into any travel suitcase.
The shoulder bag included facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick.
Ideal for events and functions
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: pink
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-pk

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick seat stick light blue

Model:7701-hb

The walking stick with seat from Flipstick in a fresh blue shade.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black , seat colour light blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Sitting Stick extra short foldable light blue

Model:7803-hb-M

The shoulder bag included with this Flipstick facilitates easy, carefree transport when hiking.
You want to rest - no problem - the Flipstick walking stick can be converted into a sitting stick with
simple, quick movements.
Ideal for holidays and leisure time
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: light blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. shoulder bag.
Model 7803-hb

59,90 EUR   35,94 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Extra-short-seat-stick-foldable-with-bag-pink::694.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Flipstick-seat-stick-light-blue::691.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Flipstick-Sitting-Stick-extra-short-foldable-light-blue::662.html
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Used sticks

Flipstick Telescopic Cane extra long pink

Model:7702-pk

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour:pink
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-pk

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long green

Model:7702XXL-gr

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: dark green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-gr

49,90 EUR   29,94 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long red

Model:7702XXL-S-M

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour: black-red
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-dr

49,90 EUR   29,94 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Flipstick-Telescopic-Cane-extra-long-pink::692.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Flipstick-telescopic-stick-extra-long-green::693.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Flipstick-telescopic-stick-extra-long-red::688.html
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Used sticks

Seat stick Extra long Colour red

Model:7702-dr-M

Seat stick extra long and in a colourful red, best suited for persons from 180cm height.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you would like to look at at length.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    Seat height approx. 80 cm
    Colour:seat red, stick black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-dr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short blue

Model:FL7801-bl

New- The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a vibrant blue.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless
    The length as a stick is 82 cm
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour blue
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-bl

39,90 EUR   25,93 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short blue Demonstration goods

Model:7801-bl-M

New - The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a vibrant blue.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless
    The length as a stick is 82 cm
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour blue
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-bl

35,90 EUR   21,54 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Seat-stick-Extra-long-Colour-red::656.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Seat-stick-extra-short-blue::696.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Seat-stick-extra-short-blue-Demonstration-goods::616.html
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Used sticks

Seat stick extra short foldable black-red

Model:7803-dr-M

A folding stick that is ingeniously simple to fold, so it fits into any travel bag. The shoulder bag that
comes with it makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. If you
want to take a rest - no problem - the walking aid can be converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick
in a few simple steps.
    Length as cane 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Seat colour: red
    Cane colour black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-dr

59,90 EUR   35,94 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Short walking stick with seat green with beach attachment

Model:7801-gr-M

Now new in the programme:
The extra short walking stick for heights under 170cm.
It is often difficult to find the right walking stick for smaller people.
Not so with the seat sticks.
From now on, the popular cane is also available in a shortened version.
This means that nothing stands in the way of a long walk with a walking stick that can be transformed
into a sitting stick.
    The length of the cane is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    available in the colour:green
    The dead weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
    beach attachment included for free
Model 7801-gr

39,90 EUR   23,94 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic Walking Stick light green

Model:7704-hg-M

The Flipstick telescopic pole can be individually adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the
fourfold height adjustment.
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: light green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-hg

49,90 EUR   29,94 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Seat-stick-extra-short-foldable-black-red::661.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Short-walking-stick-with-seat-green-with-beach-attachment::658.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Telescopic-Walking-Stick-light-green::653.html
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Used sticks

Walking stick with seat black

Model:7701-sm

Flipstick, a classy walking stick for shopping, hiking or on holiday.
This walking stick with seat is made of aluminium and has an anatomically shaped seat.
These walking sticks combine three functions:
Walking stick - seat stick and hiking stick
This walking stick with seat will also inspire you.
The sturdy seat cane is inexpensive, multifunctional and above all light in terms of transport weight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking stick with seat short black Demonstration goods

Model:7801-s-M

The short flipstick with seat .
Suitable for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Own weight is the transport and walking effortlessly possible;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour black
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr.
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
    Demonstration model
Model 7801-s

35,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Walking-stick-with-seat-black::690.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Used-sticks/Walking-stick-with-seat-short-black-Demonstration-goods::615.html
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Extra short

Seat stick extra short black-red

Model:FL7801-DR

New: The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a bright red.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    in the colour red seat / black stick
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-dr

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short blue

Model:FL7801-bl

New- The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a vibrant blue.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless
    The length as a stick is 82 cm
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour blue
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-bl

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short light blue

Model:FL7801-hb

New- The extra short Flipstick with seat is now also available in a friendly royal blue.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless
    The length as a stick is 82 cm
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour light blue
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-hb

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Special-offers/Seat-stick-extra-short-black-red::605.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Extra-short/Seat-stick-extra-short-blue::531.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Extra-short/Seat-stick-extra-short-light-blue::624.html
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Extra short

Seat stick extra short light green

Model:FL7801-hg

Flipstick walking stick with seat extra short in a fresh green.
Suitable for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless
    The length as a stick is 82 cm
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour light green
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-hg

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short pink

Model:FL7801-pk

Flipstick walking stick with seat extra short in the current trend colour pink.
Perfectly suitable for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Own weight, transport and walking is effortless

 - The length as a stick is 82 cm,
 - The seat height is approx. 70 cm
 - Neutral in the colourpink
 - The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
 - permissible body weight 120 kg
 - suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm

model 7801-pk
 

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Short walking stick with seat green with beach attachment

Model:FL7801-gr

Now new in the programme:
The extra short walking stick for heights under 170cm.
It is often difficult to find the right walking stick for smaller people.
Not so with the seat sticks.
From now on, the popular cane is also available in a shortened version.
This means that nothing stands in the way of a long walk with a walking stick that can be transformed
into a sitting stick.
    The length of the cane is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    available in the colour:green
    The dead weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
    beach attachment included for free
Model 7801-gr

44,50 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Extra-short/Seat-stick-extra-short-light-green::625.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Stockshop/Gift-ideas/Seat-stick-extra-short-pink::626.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Stockshop/Gift-ideas/Short-walking-stick-with-seat-green-with-beach-attachment::530.html
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Extra short

Walking stick with seat short black

Model:FL7801-s

Finally. The short Flipstick is now also available as a short walking stick with seat.
Perfectly suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Own weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    neutral in the colour black
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr.
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-s

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Extra-short/Walking-stick-with-seat-short-black::565.html
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Foldable extra short

Extra short seat stick foldable with bag pink

Model:7803-pk

This Flipstick perchin the trendy colour pink is a popular model. Because this walking stick is foldable
and fits into any travel suitcase.
The shoulder bag included facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick.
Ideal for events and functions
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: pink
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-pk

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Hunting Seat foldable with Carry Bag black

Model:7806-s

Flipstick hunting seat ,the foldable seatstick, comes with a matching coloured shoulder bag. The
triangular bag is supplied with an adjustable shoulder strap. The bag with a smooth zipper for stowing
the folded stick is supplied free of charge with the purchase of the seat stick.
multifunctional:
    Hunting walking stick
    hunting seat / hunting seat stick
    foldable, thus space-saving in your luggage
    with shoulder bag, therefore comfortable when hiking in the forest
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted once by the user with a standard metal
saw.
Model 77003

61,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick seat stick extra short foldable yellow

Model:7803-gb

You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick is converted
into a sitting stick.
Ideal for holidays and leisure time
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    colour: yellow
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. shoulder bag.
Model 7803-gb

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Extra-short-seat-stick-foldable-with-bag-pink::623.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Flipstick-Hunting-Seat-foldable-with-Carry-Bag-black::652.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Flipstick-seat-stick-extra-short-foldable-yellow::647.html
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Foldable extra short

Flipstick Sitting Stick extra short foldable light blue

Model:7803-hb

The shoulder bag included with this Flipstick facilitates easy, carefree transport when hiking.
You want to rest - no problem - the Flipstick walking stick can be converted into a sitting stick with
simple, quick movements.
Ideal for holidays and leisure time
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: light blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. shoulder bag.
Model 7803-hb

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Sitting Stick extra short foldable light green

Model:7803-hg

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model. Because this walking stick is foldable and fits into
any travel suitcase.
The shoulder bag included makes it easy to transport without worrying when walking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick.
Ideal for events and occasions as well as for holidays and leisure time.
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: light green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-hg

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Sitting Stick extra short foldable white

Model:7803-w

You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick is converted
into a sitting stick.
Ideal for holidays and leisure time
    Length as stick 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: black-white
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. shoulder bag.
Model 7803-w

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Flipstick-Sitting-Stick-extra-short-foldable-light-blue::646.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Flipstick-Sitting-Stick-extra-short-foldable-light-green::645.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Flipstick-Sitting-Stick-extra-short-foldable-white::648.html
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Foldable extra short

Foldable extra short stick with seat green

Model:7803-gr

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-gr

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short foldable black with extra wide rubber buffer

Model:7803-s

A folding stick that is ingeniously simple to fold, so it fits into any travel bag. The shoulder bag that
comes with it makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. If you
want to take a rest - no problem - the walking aid can be converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick
in a few simple steps.
    Length as cane 82 cm
    seat height approx. 70 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag
   
1 piece non-slip and abrasion-resistant, extra wide walking stick foot with joint properties, extra wide
sole with large contact surface ( D= 5,6 cm), suitable for tube diameters of D=18,5 - 20,5 mm
Model 7803-s

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short foldable black-red

Model:7803-dr

A folding stick that is ingeniously simple to fold, so it fits into any travel bag. The shoulder bag that
comes with it makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. If you
want to take a rest - no problem - the walking aid can be converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick
in a few simple steps.
    Length as cane 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Seat colour: red
    Cane colour black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-dr

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Stockshop/Hunting-seat/Foldable-extra-short-stick-with-seat-green::546.html
https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Seat-stick-extra-short-foldable-black-with-extra-wide-rubber-buffer::564.html
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Foldable extra short

Sitting stick extra short foldable with bag blue

Model:7803-bl

A folding stick that is ingeniously simple to fold, so it fits into any travel bag. The shoulder bag that
comes with it makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. If you
want to take a rest - no problem - the walking aid can be converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick
in a few simple steps.
    Length as cane 82 cm
    seat height approx. 70 cm
    colour: blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-bl

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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https://www.flipstick.de/Foldable-extra-short/Sitting-stick-extra-short-foldable-with-bag-blue::545.html
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Standard length

Flipstick perch light green

Model:7701-hg

The walking stick with seat from Flipstick in a strong light green.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black, seat colour light green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Seat Stick black-red

Model:7701-dr

The walking stick with seat from Flipstick is often chosen in a coloured version.
In contrast to conventional single-legged walking sticks, which usually only allow the user to sit very low
down due to the length of the stick, this walking stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to stand up after a resting phase.
To do this, the cane is simply placed on the floor at a slight angle (approx. 10-15 °). This relieves the
knee joints and relaxes the thigh muscles.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black, seat colour red
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick seat stick green

Model:7701-gr

The Flipstick sitting and walking stick is often used as a hunter's stick or hunter's seat.
In contrast to conventional one-legged sitting sticks, which usually only allow the user to sit very low
down due to the length of the stick, this sitting stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to stand up after a resting phase.
To do this, the cane is simply placed on the floor at a slight angle (approx. 10-15 °). This relieves the
knee joints and relaxes the thigh muscles.
Technical data:
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-gr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Standard length

Flipstick seat stick light blue

Model:7701-hb

The walking stick with seat from Flipstick in a fresh blue shade.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black , seat colour light blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick walking stick pink

Model:7701-pk

The Flipstick walking stick with seat in the trendy colour pink
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black , seat colour pink
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR   35,92 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Sitting stick standard length blue with walking stick holder

Model:7701-bl

Walking and sitting stick standard length blue, the stick with the three-in-one function:
Walking stick - sitting stick - hiking stick
This walking stick with seat will also inspire you. Inexpensive, multifunctional and light - three
unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
The sturdy seat stick is inexpensive, multifunctional and above all light in terms of transport weight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. walking stick holder
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-bl

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Standard length

Walking stick with seat black

Model:7701-s

Flipstick, a classy walking stick for shopping, hiking or on holiday.
This walking stick with seat is made of aluminium and has an anatomically shaped seat.
These walking sticks combine three functions:
Walking stick - seat stick and hiking stick
This walking stick with seat will also inspire you.
The sturdy seat cane is inexpensive, multifunctional and above all light in terms of transport weight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable

Seat stick foldable blue with bag

Model:7703-bl

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-bl

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable light-blue with bag

Model:7703-hbl

This Flipstick walking stick is foldable and fits into any travel case.
The shoulder bag included facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A cane to fold, ideal for shopping or on hikes
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: light blue
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag as shown.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-hbl

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable light-green with bag

Model:7703-hgr

Flipstick the walking stick with seat folds and unfolds into a sitting stick at the touch of a button.
The supplied bag makes it easy to transport the cane when you go for a walk.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements the Flipstick becomes a sitting
stick.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: light green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-hgr

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable

Seat stick foldable pink with bag

Model:7703-pk

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: pink
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag as shown.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-pk

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable white with bag

Model:7703-ws

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: white
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag as shown.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-ws

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable with bag black

Model:7703-s

A seat stick that is foldable, so you always have your seat with you. The shoulder bag that comes with it
makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. You want to take a
rest, - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the walking aid is converted into a sitting stick or
walking stick.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-s

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable

Seat stick foldable with bag black-red

Model:7703-DR

New ! This Flipstick walking stick sets the tone among walking sticks. This walking stick is two-coloured,
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The shoulder bag that comes with it makes it easy to carry carefree when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: cane black
    Colour: seat red
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for body heights from 170 to 180 cm
If necessary, the length can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-DR

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable yellow with bag

Model:7703-gb

Flipstick seat stick foldable, with shoulder bag. A cane to fold, ideal when shopping or walking.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: black-yellow
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching shoulder bag
model 7703-gb

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking Stick with Seat foldable green

Model:7703-gr

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-gr

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Adjustable

Flipstick Telescopic Cane with Seat green

Model:7704-gr

Flipstick telescopic pole, the hiking pole among the hiking poles, which also comes with the integrated
seat.
The telescopic pole can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: dark green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-gr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick telescopic perch black

Model:7704-s

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used as a sitting stick or walking stick thanks to its telescopic
mechanism.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: black
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-s

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick adjustable black-red

Model:7704-dr

Flipstick, a telescopic cane that can be used as a sitting cane but also as a comfortable walking cane.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that no
travel accessory should be without.
The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Cane colour: black
    Seat colour: red
    Own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-dr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Adjustable

Telescopic walking stick blue

Model:7704-bl

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used to adjust both the sitting height and the walking height.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic stick can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-bl

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic walking stick light blue

Model:7704-hb

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment
    Length as cane adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: light blue
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-hb

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic Walking Stick light green

Model:7704-hg

The Flipstick telescopic pole can be individually adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the
fourfold height adjustment.
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: light green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-hg

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic walking stick pink

Model:7704-pk

The Flipstick cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the four-fold height
adjustment.
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    colour: pink
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
model 7704-pk

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Adjustable

Telescopic walking stick white

Model:7704-w

The Flipstick cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the four-fold height
adjustment.
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour:white
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-w

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable and adjustable with bag

Flipstick folding seat stick adjustable green

Model:7706-gr

The foldable and adjustable walking stick with seat is also available in dark green.
This folding cane with seat will allow you to sit comfortably anywhere in the future, whether you are
walking in the forest or hiking in the mountains. Resting on the easy-to-use
seat stick draws new strength, the thigh and back muscles can relax. After a short rest and enjoying
nature, you can continue your walk...
And if you don't need the stick, you can take it with you on your travels by bus, train and/or plane thanks
to the comfortable and colour-coordinated carrying bag.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7706-gr

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick seat stick foldable and adjustable black incl. spare foot

Model:7706-s

Flipstick handstick foldable and height-adjustable, whether as a resting seat while shopping, hiking or
as a hunter's seat and angler's seat. With this flipstick you will certainly treat yourself and your body to a
rest.
The non-plus-ultra, more is really not possible. This Flipstick walking stick opens up unimagined
possibilities. It serves as a walking stick, a seat stick and is also adjustable. In addition, the folding
mechanism makes this stick portable as hand luggage. The beautiful black bag is equipped with a
zipper and an adjustable strap.
    Length as cane 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
    incl. 1 spare foot
Model 7706-s

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable and adjustable with bag

Seat stick foldable and adjustable black-red

Model:7706-DR

The Flipstick walking stick is not only a feather-light walking stick, but also a comfortable sitting stick
with which you can rest at any time and in any place - without having to look for a place to sit, which
may then also not be free or clean...
Even longer distances can be managed better again. With this new type of walking aid, you can
improve your freedom of movement and thus also maintain your independence. With Flipstick, the
walking stick, you can simply walk better.
    Length as cane 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Cane colour: black / seat colour: red
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching shoulder bag in black with red lettering "flipstick".
Model 7706-DR

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable and adjustable blue

Model:7706-bl

The foldable walking stick serves as a walking stick, seat stick and is also height-adjustable. Thanks to
the folding mechanism, the walking stick is also transportable in hand luggage. The beautiful blue bag
is equipped with a zipper and an adjustable strap.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    colour: blue
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag
model 7706-bl

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable and adjustable light-blue with bag

Model:7706-hbl

Foldable and height-adjustable cane with shoulder bag. A cane to fold, ideal when shopping or hiking.
    Length as cane 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: light blue
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7706-hbl

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable and adjustable with bag

Seat stick foldable and adjustable light-green with bag

Model:7706-hgr

Flipstick the walking stick with seat folds and unfolds into a sitting stick at the touch of a button.
The supplied bag makes it easy to transport the cane when you go for a walk.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements the Flipstick becomes a sitting
stick.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag. .
Model 7706-hgr

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable and adjustable pink with bag

Model:7706-pk

Flipstick seat stick in an extravagant pink. Foldable and adjustable in height - fits in any travel suitcase.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when hiking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking sticks are
converted into a sitting stick or hiking stick.
Foldable cane, height adjustable, with shoulder bag. A cane to fold, ideal for shopping or hiking
.  

 - Length as cane 87 - 91 cm
 - Seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
 - Colour: seat pink, cane black
 - Own weight approx. 600gr.
 - permissible body weight max 110kg
 - fits heights from 175 to 185 cm
 - incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.

Model 7706-pk

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable and height adjustable white with bag

Model:7706-ws

This seat stick is foldable and fits into any travel suitcase.
The shoulder bag included facilitates easy carefree transport when hiking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements the Flipstick walking sticks can be
converted into a sitting stick or hiking stick. The sitting height or/and walking height can be adjusted in 4
ways
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching shoulder bag in black.
Model 7706-ws

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Foldable and adjustable with bag

Seat stick foldable and height adjustable yellow with bag

Model:7706-gb

The seat height and/or walking height of this flipstick model can be adjusted in 4 ways
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: black-yellow
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching shoulder bag in black.
Model 7706-gb

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Extra long

Flipstick Telescopic Cane extra long pink

Model:7702-pk

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour:pink
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-pk

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra long black

Model:7702-s

The walking aid that doubles as a walking stick, ideal for tall people.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you want to look at at length.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra long colour blue

Model:7702-bl

This Flipstick walking stick is the latest model, extra long and in a beautiful deep blue, best suited for
people from 1.80m height.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you would like to look at in detail.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour:blue
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-bl

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Extra long

Seat stick Extra long Colour light blue

Model:7702-hb

This flipstick is extra long and in a beautiful bright blue, best suited for people from 1.80m height.
    Length as stick 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: light blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-hbl

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick Extra long Colour red

Model:7702-dr

Seat stick extra long and in a colourful red, best suited for persons from 180cm height.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you would like to look at at length.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    Seat height approx. 80 cm
    Colour:seat red, stick black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-dr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Extra long

Seat stick extra long height adjustable black

Model:7702S-XXL

This XXL walking aid, which is also a seat stick, is best suited for extra large users.
Flipstick walking stick with seat in extra long version:
Imagine you are in the city, on an excursion or travelling.
You can't stand indefinitely for health reasons, but you can't find a suitable place to sit.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting?
It is nice that this unique cane is available.
    Sitting stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Included in delivery is
an articulated foot with extra wide support surface (diameter approx. 5.6 cm), with joint properties,
adhesion-optimised sole and high abrasion resistance.
If necessary, the length of the seat cane can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702S-XXL

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra long light green

Model:7702-hg

This flipstick is extra long and in a beautiful bright green, best suited for people from 1.80m height.
    Length as stick 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    Colour: light green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-hg

44,90 EUR   33,67 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Sitting stick extra long green

Model:7702-gr

This flipstick is extra long and in a beautiful strong green, best suited for people from 1.80m height.
    Length as stick 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: dark green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-gr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Extra long adjustable

Flipstick Telescopic Cane extra long light green

Model:7702XXL-hg

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour:light green
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-hg

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Telescopic Cane extra long pink

Model:7702XXL-pk

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour:pink
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-pk

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long blue

Model:7702XXL-bl

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour: blue
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-bl

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Extra long adjustable

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long green

Model:7702XXL-gr

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: dark green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-gr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long light blue

Model:7702XXL-hb

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour: light blue
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-hb

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long red

Model:7702XXL-dr

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour: black-red
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-dr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Extra long adjustable

Flipstick telescopic stick extra long white

Model:7702XXL-w

The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Seat stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    Colour: black-white
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Model 7702XXL-w

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra long height adjustable black

Model:7702S-XXL

This XXL walking aid, which is also a seat stick, is best suited for extra large users.
Flipstick walking stick with seat in extra long version:
Imagine you are in the city, on an excursion or travelling.
You can't stand indefinitely for health reasons, but you can't find a suitable place to sit.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting?
It is nice that this unique cane is available.
    Sitting stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Included in delivery is
an articulated foot with extra wide support surface (diameter approx. 5.6 cm), with joint properties,
adhesion-optimised sole and high abrasion resistance.
If necessary, the length of the seat cane can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702S-XXL

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Sitting poles

Flipstick seat stick green

Model:7701-gr

The Flipstick sitting and walking stick is often used as a hunter's stick or hunter's seat.
In contrast to conventional one-legged sitting sticks, which usually only allow the user to sit very low
down due to the length of the stick, this sitting stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to stand up after a resting phase.
To do this, the cane is simply placed on the floor at a slight angle (approx. 10-15 °). This relieves the
knee joints and relaxes the thigh muscles.
Technical data:
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-gr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra long black with anti-slip foot

Model:377021

This cane is a walking and sitting aid at the same time and therefore an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you would like to look at at length.
However, for health reasons, you cannot stand indefinitely.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking aid is available with a seat.
Included in the delivery is an articulated foot with an extra wide support surface.  
(diameter approx. 5.6 cm), with joint properties, adhesion-optimised sole and high abrasion resistance.
    Seat stick extra long
    Length as stick 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
    Articulated foot with extra wide support surface for walking sticks with tube diameter of 18,5-20,5mm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 377021

47,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Sitting poles

Seat stick foldable and height adjustable colour black incl. shoulder bag

Model:37706-S

The non-plus-ultra, more is really not possible. This flipstick walking stick opens up unimagined
possibilities. It can be used as a walking stick or a sitting stick and is also adjustable. In addition, the
folding mechanism means that this stick can be easily stored in the nylon bag provided when not in use.
The beautiful black bag is equipped with a zipper and adjustable strap . The smooth zipper allows for
quick stowage of the foldable walking sticks. Due to the low weight and the small dimensions of the
triangular bag (28 cm length, 25 cm width), the walking stick can also be carried as hand luggage on
trips.
    Length of the cane can be adjusted from 87-91 cm
    seat height can be adjusted from approx. 75-80 cm
    Colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    permissible body weight 120 kg
Scope of delivery:
    Seat stick foldable and height adjustable
    Nylon bag black neutral with carrying frame

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable with bag black-red

Model:7703-DR

New ! This Flipstick walking stick sets the tone among walking sticks. This walking stick is two-coloured,
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The shoulder bag that comes with it makes it easy to carry carefree when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: cane black
    Colour: seat red
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for body heights from 170 to 180 cm
If necessary, the length can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-DR

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Sitting poles

Seatpost black with extra wide support surface 18.5-20.5mm

Model:7701-rs

You have been looking for this for a long time - the walking stick that can be transformed into a seat
stick with one click !
The sitting cane from flipstick.de, is the combination of a very easy to use, feather-light cane with an
integrated seat.
This cane for sitting from activera was developed especially for leisure time and as a cane for travelling
- also very practical for hiking and shopping.
Among the walking sticks, the stick with the three-in-one function :
walking stick - sitting stick - hiking stick
This walking stick with seat will also inspire you.
Inexpensive, multifunctional and lightweight -.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun while hiking and walking in the woods and meadows while
travelling, on holiday or visiting museums.
Length as stick 87 cm
Seat height approx. 75 cm
Colour: black
Dead weight approx. 500gr.
permissible body weight max. 120 kg
Scope of delivery:
    1 seat stick standard length,
    1 spare foot with extra wide support surface of 5,5 cm suitable f. poles 18,5-20,5mm
If necessary, the length can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.

42,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking stick all-terrain foot Beach attachment for sandy, boggy soils for walking sticks

Model:FL108201

Plastic spike plate, the off-road attachment for soft and boggy forest soil,
only suitable for tube diameter 19mm
Now nothing stands in the way of a walk on the beach, a mudflat hike or a forest walk off the beaten
track.
With the all-terrain foot as a plug-in attachment to your walking stick, you are now independent even
off-road and on soft ground.
The walking stick attachment can be helpful for example
on sandy beaches
on mudflats
in muddy terrain
and on all other soft surfaces where the normal walking foot would sink in.
This spike attachment is excellent for beach, mudflat and forest walks.
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground and on frozen ground
suitable for walking sticks with D=19mm or for our Flipstick sitting stick suitable for the following models:
7701 standard
7702 extra long
7801 extra short
7703 foldable
single packed
Price per piece
Attention:
Cannot be used on icy or snow-covered roads and paths.
Please use the separately available ice claw.
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground or on frozen ground.
Before use, please remove the rubber attachment which is mounted on the seatsticks for production
reasons.
Price per piece

11,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking sticks

Seat stick extra long black

Model:7702-s

The walking aid that doubles as a walking stick, ideal for tall people.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you want to look at at length.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable with bag black

Model:7703-s

A seat stick that is foldable, so you always have your seat with you. The shoulder bag that comes with it
makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. You want to take a
rest, - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the walking aid is converted into a sitting stick or
walking stick.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-s

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking sticks

Walking stick with seat black

Model:7701-s

Flipstick, a classy walking stick for shopping, hiking or on holiday.
This walking stick with seat is made of aluminium and has an anatomically shaped seat.
These walking sticks combine three functions:
Walking stick - seat stick and hiking stick
This walking stick with seat will also inspire you.
The sturdy seat cane is inexpensive, multifunctional and above all light in terms of transport weight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking stick with seat green with extra wide foot

Model:207701

This walking stick with seat invites you : to go shopping, hiking or on holiday.
The walking stick is made of aluminium and has an anatomically shaped seat.
These walking sticks combine three functions:
Walking stick - seat stick and hiking stick
This cane with seat will also inspire you.
The sturdy seat cane is inexpensive, multifunctional and above all light in terms of transport weight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: dark green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
Scope of delivery:
    Green seat post with street cap
    Articulated foot with extra wide support surface ( ? 5,6 cm), with joint properties ,adhesion-optimised
sole and high abrasion resistance
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw
Model 207701-gr

42,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Telescopic sticks

Flipstick folding seat stick adjustable green

Model:7706-gr

The foldable and adjustable walking stick with seat is also available in dark green.
This folding cane with seat will allow you to sit comfortably anywhere in the future, whether you are
walking in the forest or hiking in the mountains. Resting on the easy-to-use
seat stick draws new strength, the thigh and back muscles can relax. After a short rest and enjoying
nature, you can continue your walk...
And if you don't need the stick, you can take it with you on your travels by bus, train and/or plane thanks
to the comfortable and colour-coordinated carrying bag.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7706-gr

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Telescopic Cane with Seat green

Model:7704-gr

Flipstick telescopic pole, the hiking pole among the hiking poles, which also comes with the integrated
seat.
The telescopic pole can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: dark green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-gr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Telescopic sticks

Seat stick extra long height adjustable black

Model:7702S-XXL

This XXL walking aid, which is also a seat stick, is best suited for extra large users.
Flipstick walking stick with seat in extra long version:
Imagine you are in the city, on an excursion or travelling.
You can't stand indefinitely for health reasons, but you can't find a suitable place to sit.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting?
It is nice that this unique cane is available.
    Sitting stick and walking stick in one
    XXL version
    Length as cane 93 cm, 4-fold height adjustable up to 99cm
    Seat height approx. 82 cm, fourfold height adjustable up to 88cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 700gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 185 cm
Included in delivery is
an articulated foot with extra wide support surface (diameter approx. 5.6 cm), with joint properties,
adhesion-optimised sole and high abrasion resistance.
If necessary, the length of the seat cane can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702S-XXL

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic walking stick blue

Model:7704-bl

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used to adjust both the sitting height and the walking height.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic stick can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-bl

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking aids

Flipstick folding seat stick adjustable green

Model:7706-gr

The foldable and adjustable walking stick with seat is also available in dark green.
This folding cane with seat will allow you to sit comfortably anywhere in the future, whether you are
walking in the forest or hiking in the mountains. Resting on the easy-to-use
seat stick draws new strength, the thigh and back muscles can relax. After a short rest and enjoying
nature, you can continue your walk...
And if you don't need the stick, you can take it with you on your travels by bus, train and/or plane thanks
to the comfortable and colour-coordinated carrying bag.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7706-gr

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick perch extra short black incl. beach foot

Model:17801-s

Deciding on a standing aid among the multitude of sitting and standing aids is difficult.
This is not the case if you are looking for a sitting chair or cane on which you can sit comfortably and
which you can also use as a practical walking stick.
No more getting up after sitting for a long time in a low position.
No more aching joints or exhausted muscles. Take the strain off your weight, joints or muscles by
adopting a so-called sit-stand position.
The walking and hiking stick from activera is simply moved from the vertical to the horizontal position as
needed by the pressure mechanism.
The seat is folded out and immediately locks into place.
This means that the short-term standing aid is immediately ready for use when visiting museums,
sightseeing, at concerts or on hikes. No cumbersome assembly No heavy chair that you have to carry
with you
This cane with seat from activera will also inspire you. Inexpensive, multifunctional and lightweight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun while walking, sitting and strolling.
The length of the cane is 82 cm, the seat height approx. 70 cm, neutral and suitable for every occasion
in the colour black.
The tare weight is approx. 500gr., the permissible body weight is 120 kg.
Suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm.
Material: stick aluminium and seat plastic.
Scope of delivery:
1 seat stick,
1 plastic spike for sandy, boggy ground plastic .
Further models and colours as well as special sizes are available on request or ask for the activera
product catalogue. A brand product from activera® - Always a good idea

43,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking aids

Flipstick seat stick green

Model:7701-gr

The Flipstick sitting and walking stick is often used as a hunter's stick or hunter's seat.
In contrast to conventional one-legged sitting sticks, which usually only allow the user to sit very low
down due to the length of the stick, this sitting stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to stand up after a resting phase.
To do this, the cane is simply placed on the floor at a slight angle (approx. 10-15 °). This relieves the
knee joints and relaxes the thigh muscles.
Technical data:
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-gr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Telescopic Cane with Seat green

Model:7704-gr

Flipstick telescopic pole, the hiking pole among the hiking poles, which also comes with the integrated
seat.
The telescopic pole can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: dark green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-gr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Foldable extra short stick with seat green

Model:A7803-gr

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
Length as cane 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-gr

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking aids

Seat stick foldable with bag black-red

Model:7703-DR

New ! This Flipstick walking stick sets the tone among walking sticks. This walking stick is two-coloured,
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The shoulder bag that comes with it makes it easy to carry carefree when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: cane black
    Colour: seat red
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for body heights from 170 to 180 cm
If necessary, the length can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-DR

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking sticks

Seat stick extra long black

Model:7702-s

The walking aid that doubles as a walking stick, ideal for tall people.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you want to look at at length.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable with bag black

Model:7703-s

A seat stick that is foldable, so you always have your seat with you. The shoulder bag that comes with it
makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. You want to take a
rest, - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the walking aid is converted into a sitting stick or
walking stick.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-s

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Walking sticks

Seat stick foldable with bag black-red

Model:7703-DR

New ! This Flipstick walking stick sets the tone among walking sticks. This walking stick is two-coloured,
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The shoulder bag that comes with it makes it easy to carry carefree when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: cane black
    Colour: seat red
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for body heights from 170 to 180 cm
If necessary, the length can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-DR

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic walking stick blue

Model:7704-bl

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used to adjust both the sitting height and the walking height.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic stick can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-bl

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking stick with seat dark green foldable and height adjustable with bag and reflector clip

Model:307706-gr

Feather-light walking stick from walking stick to comfortable seat stick simply at the touch of a button.
This seat cane consists of an aluminium cane and a plastic seat that is shaped to fit the body and can
be folded out.
    The cane length is adjustable from 87 - 91 cm.
    the seat height can be adjusted 4 times from 75 - 80 cm
    Suitable for body heights of 175-185 cm.
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight max 120kg
Scope of delivery:
    Seat stick,foldable,adjustable incl. bag,
    1 reflector clip

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Hiking sticks

Flipstick folding seat stick adjustable green

Model:7706-gr

The foldable and adjustable walking stick with seat is also available in dark green.
This folding cane with seat will allow you to sit comfortably anywhere in the future, whether you are
walking in the forest or hiking in the mountains. Resting on the easy-to-use
seat stick draws new strength, the thigh and back muscles can relax. After a short rest and enjoying
nature, you can continue your walk...
And if you don't need the stick, you can take it with you on your travels by bus, train and/or plane thanks
to the comfortable and colour-coordinated carrying bag.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7706-gr

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Walking stick and seat stick in one height adjustable dark green with 2 spare feet

Model:27704-gr

Flipstick by activera, a telescopic cane that will enable you in future to use the cane either as a partner
cane for different body sizes in pairs or also for a desired higher seating comfort.
In this way, you can walk in a relaxed manner adapted to your body size and, if necessary, also adjust
the height of the seat.
    Length of cane adjustable from 87-91 cm
    Seat height variable from approx. 75-80 cm depending on length
    Own weight approx. 500gr. ,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 - 185 cm
Scope of delivery:
    Seat stick, 4-fold height adjustable Colour: dark green ,
    2 matching rubberised replacement feet
We will gladly send you our brochure on all available models free of charge.
Walking stick for walking and, if necessary, simply fold up the seat and rest
 

49,99 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Hiking sticks

Seat stick extra long black

Model:7702-s

The walking aid that doubles as a walking stick, ideal for tall people.
The Flipstick walking aids are an ideal aid for you:
Imagine you are standing in front of a painting in a museum, which you want to look at at length.
However, you cannot stand indefinitely for health reasons.
Wouldn't it be very helpful to rest and pause while standing and sitting, to let the picture or painting take
effect on you?
It's nice that the walking stick with seat from Flipstick is available.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as cane 92 cm
    seat height approx. 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights over 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7702-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable with bag black

Model:7703-s

A seat stick that is foldable, so you always have your seat with you. The shoulder bag that comes with it
makes it easy for you to transport it carefree when you go for a walk in the future. You want to take a
rest, - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the walking aid is converted into a sitting stick or
walking stick.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-s

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic walking stick blue

Model:7704-bl

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used to adjust both the sitting height and the walking height.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic stick can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-bl

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Hiking sticks

Walking stick with seat black

Model:7701-s

Flipstick, a classy walking stick for shopping, hiking or on holiday.
This walking stick with seat is made of aluminium and has an anatomically shaped seat.
These walking sticks combine three functions:
Walking stick - seat stick and hiking stick
This walking stick with seat will also inspire you.
The sturdy seat cane is inexpensive, multifunctional and above all light in terms of transport weight.
Three unbeatable advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-s

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking stick with seat black height adjustable with anti-slip foot 22-24mm

Model:377041-s

This telescopic walking stick with seat can be adjusted both for sitting and walking height.
The adjustable cane can also be used as a partner cane for different body sizes. A walking cane that
should not be missing on any trip...
The telescopic pole can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
Included in the delivery is an articulated foot with an extra wide support surface.  
(diameter approx. 5.6 cm), with joint properties, adhesion-optimised sole and high abrasion resistance.
    Walking stick with fold-out seat
    Length as cane adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    colour: black
    Own weight approx. 500gr
    Material: Aluminium cane with plastic seat
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Scope of delivery:
    Height-adjustable cane, black
    22-24mm anti-slip foot with joint properties
Model 377041-s

49,99 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Hunting seat

Flipstick folding seat stick adjustable green

Model:7706-gr

The foldable and adjustable walking stick with seat is also available in dark green.
This folding cane with seat will allow you to sit comfortably anywhere in the future, whether you are
walking in the forest or hiking in the mountains. Resting on the easy-to-use
seat stick draws new strength, the thigh and back muscles can relax. After a short rest and enjoying
nature, you can continue your walk...
And if you don't need the stick, you can take it with you on your travels by bus, train and/or plane thanks
to the comfortable and colour-coordinated carrying bag.
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7706-gr

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Hunting Cane Standard Length Green

Model:77001

Finally ! A hunting seat that is stable and safe.
A hunting seat that will allow you in the future to observe the flora and fauna in the forest and meadows
while walking as well as sitting.
The Flipstick Hunting Stick Standard is popular with hunters in the colour green, but it is also available
in black.
The stick impresses with its versatility and easy handling.
This hunting stick will also inspire you.
 Technical data:
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: dark green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 77001

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Colour: green

black
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Stockshop > Hunting seat

Flipstick Hunting Seat foldable with Carry Bag black

Model:77003

Flipstick hunting seat ,the foldable seatstick, comes with a matching coloured shoulder bag. The
triangular bag is supplied with an adjustable shoulder strap. The bag with a smooth zipper for stowing
the folded stick is supplied free of charge with the purchase of the seat stick.
multifunctional:
    Hunting walking stick
    hunting seat / hunting seat stick
    foldable, thus space-saving in your luggage
    with shoulder bag, therefore comfortable when hiking in the forest
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted once by the user with a standard metal
saw.
Model 77003

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Colour: black

green

Flipstick hunting seat stick standard length

Model:77001

Finally ! A hunting seat that is stable and safe.
A hunting seat that will allow you in the future to observe the flora and fauna in the forest and meadows
while walking as well as sitting.
The Flipstick Hunting Stick Standard is popular with hunters in the colour green, but it is also available
in black.
The stick impresses with its versatility and easy handling.
This hunting stick will also inspire you.
 Technical data:
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: dark green or black
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 77001

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Colour: black

green
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Stockshop > Hunting seat

Flipstick Telescopic Cane with Seat green

Model:7704-gr

Flipstick telescopic pole, the hiking pole among the hiking poles, which also comes with the integrated
seat.
The telescopic pole can be adjusted to the height of the user by means of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: dark green
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-gr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Foldable extra short stick with seat green

Model:7803-gr

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 82 cm
    Seat height approx. 70 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 160 to 170 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
Model 7803-gr

59,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable light-green with bag

Model:7703-hgr

Flipstick the walking stick with seat folds and unfolds into a sitting stick at the touch of a button.
The supplied bag makes it easy to transport the cane when you go for a walk.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements the Flipstick becomes a sitting
stick.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: light green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-hgr

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Hunting seat

Walking Stick with Seat foldable green

Model:7703-gr

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-gr

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Fishing chairs

Fishing chair foldable

Model:77013

The Flipstick sitting stick and walking stick is also often used as a fishing chair. In contrast to the
conventional one-legged seat sticks, this seat stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to get up after a rest period.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: green, blue or black (please specify colour)
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for body heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 77013

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Colour: black

green

Fishing Chair Standard

Model:77010

Flipstick, among the fishing chairs finally a seat on which you can sit and walk comfortably.
This stick with seat will also inspire you. Inexpensive, multifunctional and light - three unbeatable
advantages for more fun when hiking and walking in the woods and meadows.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: green, blue or black (please specify colour)
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for body heights from 170 to 180 cm
Model 77010
If necessary, the length of the walking sticks can be adjusted once by the user with a standard metal
saw.

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Colour: black

green
blue

Telescopic angler's chair

Model:77014

Telescopic fishing chairs from Flipstick are easy to use. The seat height can be adjusted as needed,
independent of the walking height.
The telescopic pole is often used as an angler's chair. Now also users with different body heights can
use this seat stick when fishing due to the integrated telescopic mechanism.
Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: green, blue or black (please specify colour)
    Dead weight approx. 600gr
    max. body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-gr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Colour: black

green
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Stockshop > Gift ideas

Flipstick Seat Stick black-red

Model:7701-dr

The walking stick with seat from Flipstick is often chosen in a coloured version.
In contrast to conventional single-legged walking sticks, which usually only allow the user to sit very low
down due to the length of the stick, this walking stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to stand up after a resting phase.
To do this, the cane is simply placed on the floor at a slight angle (approx. 10-15 °). This relieves the
knee joints and relaxes the thigh muscles.
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    Cane colour black, seat colour red
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick seat stick green

Model:7701-gr

The Flipstick sitting and walking stick is often used as a hunter's stick or hunter's seat.
In contrast to conventional one-legged sitting sticks, which usually only allow the user to sit very low
down due to the length of the stick, this sitting stick is designed so that you can sit almost standing up.
This makes it particularly easy to stand up after a resting phase.
To do this, the cane is simply placed on the floor at a slight angle (approx. 10-15 °). This relieves the
knee joints and relaxes the thigh muscles.
Technical data:
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 120kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7701-gr

44,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick adjustable black-red

Model:7704-dr

Flipstick, a telescopic cane that can be used as a sitting cane but also as a comfortable walking cane.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that no
travel accessory should be without.
The telescopic cane can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    Seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Cane colour: black
    Seat colour: red
    Own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-dr

49,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Gift ideas

Seat stick extra short pink

Model:FL7801-pk

Flipstick walking stick with seat extra short in the current trend colour pink.
Perfectly suitable for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Own weight, transport and walking is effortless

 - The length as a stick is 82 cm,
 - The seat height is approx. 70 cm
 - Neutral in the colourpink
 - The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
 - permissible body weight 120 kg
 - suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm

model 7801-pk
 

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable and adjustable pink with bag

Model:7706-pk

Flipstick seat stick in an extravagant pink. Foldable and adjustable in height - fits in any travel suitcase.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when hiking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking sticks are
converted into a sitting stick or hiking stick.
Foldable cane, height adjustable, with shoulder bag. A cane to fold, ideal for shopping or hiking
.  

 - Length as cane 87 - 91 cm
 - Seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
 - Colour: seat pink, cane black
 - Own weight approx. 600gr.
 - permissible body weight max 110kg
 - fits heights from 175 to 185 cm
 - incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.

Model 7706-pk

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable and height adjustable white with bag

Model:7706-ws

This seat stick is foldable and fits into any travel suitcase.
The shoulder bag included facilitates easy carefree transport when hiking.
You want to rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements the Flipstick walking sticks can be
converted into a sitting stick or hiking stick. The sitting height or/and walking height can be adjusted in 4
ways
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    colour: black
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching shoulder bag in black.
Model 7706-ws

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Stockshop > Gift ideas

Seat stick foldable and height adjustable yellow with bag

Model:7706-gb

The seat height and/or walking height of this flipstick model can be adjusted in 4 ways
    Length as stick 87 - 91 cm
    seat height approx. 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: black-yellow
    Dead weight approx. 600gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
    incl. matching shoulder bag in black.
Model 7706-gb

69,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable light-green with bag

Model:7703-hgr

Flipstick the walking stick with seat folds and unfolds into a sitting stick at the touch of a button.
The supplied bag makes it easy to transport the cane when you go for a walk.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements the Flipstick becomes a sitting
stick.
    Length as stick 87 cm
    seat height approx. 75 cm
    Colour: light green
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-hgr

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick foldable pink with bag

Model:7703-pk

This Flipstick walking stick is a sought-after model among the seat sticks. Because this walking stick is
foldable and fits into any travel case.
The included shoulder bag facilitates easy carefree transport when walking.
You want to take a rest - no problem - with simple, quick movements, the Flipstick walking stick can be
converted into a sitting stick or a walking stick.
Foldable walking stick, with shoulder bag. A folding cane, ideal for shopping or hiking
    Length as cane 87 cm
    Seat height approx. 75 cm
    colour: pink
    Dead weight approx. 500gr.
    max. body weight 110kg
    suitable for heights from 170 to 180 cm
    incl. matching coloured shoulder bag as shown.
The length of the walking sticks can, if necessary, be adjusted by the user with a standard metal saw.
Model 7703-pk

64,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Short walking stick with seat green with beach attachment

Model:FL7801-gr

Now new in the programme:
The extra short walking stick for heights under 170cm.
It is often difficult to find the right walking stick for smaller people.
Not so with the seat sticks.
From now on, the popular cane is also available in a shortened version.
This means that nothing stands in the way of a long walk with a walking stick that can be transformed
into a sitting stick.
    The length of the cane is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    available in the colour:green
    The dead weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
    beach attachment included for free
Model 7801-gr

44,50 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Telescopic walking stick blue

Model:7704-bl

Flipstick, a telescopic stick that can be used to adjust both the sitting height and the walking height.
The adjustable stick can also be used as a partner stick for different body sizes. A walking stick that
should not be missing from any travel accessory ...
The telescopic stick can be adjusted to the height of the user with the help of the fourfold height
adjustment.
    Walking stick manufacturer: Flipstick
    Length as stick adjustable from 87 - 91 cm
    seat height adjustable from 75 - 80 cm
    Colour: blue
    own weight approx. 600gr
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for heights from 175 to 185 cm
Model 7704-bl

49,90 EUR   37,43 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Seat stick extra short black-red

Model:FL7901-hg

New: The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a bright red.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    in the colour red seat / black stick
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-dr

39,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short black-red

Model:FL7901-DR

New: The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a bright red.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    in the colour red seat / black stick
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-dr

39,90 EUR   29,93 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short black-red

Model:FL7901-hb

New: The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a bright red.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    in the colour red seat / black stick
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-dr

39,90 EUR   29,93 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Seat stick extra short black-red

Model:FL7901-hg

New: The extra short flipstick with seat is now also available in a bright red.
Ideally suited for people under 170cm.
With approx. 500gr. Dead weight, transport and walking is effortless;
    The length as a stick is 82 cm,
    the seat height is approx. 70 cm
    in the colour red seat / black stick
    The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
    permissible body weight 120 kg
    suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm
Model 7801-dr

39,90 EUR   29,93 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short pink

Model:FL7901-pks

Flipstick walking stick with seat extra short in the current trend colour pink.
Perfectly suitable for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Own weight, transport and walking is effortless

 - The length as a stick is 82 cm,
 - The seat height is approx. 70 cm
 - Neutral in the colourpink
 - The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
 - permissible body weight 120 kg
 - suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm

model 7801-pk
 

39,90 EUR   29,93 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Seat stick extra short pink

Model:FL7901-pk

Flipstick walking stick with seat extra short in the current trend colour pink.
Perfectly suitable for people under 170cm
With approx. 500gr. Own weight, transport and walking is effortless

 - The length as a stick is 82 cm,
 - The seat height is approx. 70 cm
 - Neutral in the colourpink
 - The tare weight is approx. 500gr,
 - permissible body weight 120 kg
 - suitable for body heights from 160 to 170 cm

model 7801-pk
 

39,90 EUR   29,93 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Seatstick accessories

Flip walking aid anchor for parking walking sticks

Model:AC146200

This anchor for crutches and walking sticks puts an end to forearm crutches, walking sticks and other
walking aids lying around.
The walking aid anchor is simply clipped onto the tube. No drilling, no gluing necessary.
Now, if necessary, the walking stick or seat cane can simply be "hung up" on the table.
A rubber pad prevents slipping on smooth surfaces.
Ideal for retrofitting to all crutches and walking sticks with a tube diameter of
Variant A ) of 20mm.
Suitable only for the following Flipstick models:
    7701 / 7801 Standard
    7702 Extra long
    7703/ 7803 foldable
Variant B ) of 22 mm.
suitable only for the following Flipstick models:
    7704 adjustable
    7706 foldable and adjustable

6,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Tube diameter: 20

22

Flipstick Replacement Foot Rubber Attachment Ø 19mm

Model:FL8201.19

Replacement foot for Flipstick seatsticks Rubber foot for tube diameter 19 mm suitable for
    Flipstick standard art.no. 7701
    Flipstick extra long art.no. 7702
    Flipstick extra short. Art.no. 7801
    Flipstick foldable Art.No. 7703
    Flipstick foldable extra short art.no. 7803
per piece
 

6,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Replacement Foot Twin Pack 19mm

Model:FL8201-192

Replacement rubber foot 19 mm only suitable for
    Flipstick standard art.no. 7701
    Flipstick extra long art.no. 7702
    Flipstick extra short. Art.no. 7801
    Flipstick foldable item no. 7703
    Flipstick foldable extra short art.no. 7803
in a double pack per set

13,80 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Replacement Foot Twin Pack 22mm

Model:FL8201-222

Rubberised seat post Attachment foot Ø 22 mm
only suitable for
    Flipstick adjustable Art. 7704
    Flipstick foldable and adjustable Art. 7706
in a double pack per set

13,80 EUR   10,00 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Seatstick accessories

Flipstick Replacement Foot Ø 22mm

Model:FL8201-22

Rubberised perch Attachment foot suitable for tube diameter Ø 22 mm
only suitable for
    Flipstick adjustable Art. 7704
    Flipstick foldable and adjustable Art. 7706
per piece

6,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Ice claw and ice spike for walking sticks from 16 to 22mm

Model:AC146600

With the ice claw as an ice spike, you can now also walk with crutches and walking sticks in winter
without the risk of slipping.
This is because the walking stick spike and ice attachment ensures a secure grip on the stick with its 5
spikes.
This ice claw differs from other walking stick attachments for winter in that the winter attachment can be
conveniently folded up when entering ice-free areas or living spaces.
Another advantage of this ice claw is its easy installation
    Suitable for tube diameters 16 mm to 22 mm

11,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Seatstick accessories

Walking stick all-terrain foot Beach attachment for sandy, boggy soils for walking sticks

Model:FL108201

Plastic spike plate, the off-road attachment for soft and boggy forest soil,
only suitable for tube diameter 19mm
Now nothing stands in the way of a walk on the beach, a mudflat hike or a forest walk off the beaten
track.
With the all-terrain foot as a plug-in attachment to your walking stick, you are now independent even
off-road and on soft ground.
The walking stick attachment can be helpful for example
on sandy beaches
on mudflats
in muddy terrain
and on all other soft surfaces where the normal walking foot would sink in.
This spike attachment is excellent for beach, mudflat and forest walks.
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground and on frozen ground
suitable for walking sticks with D=19mm or for our Flipstick sitting stick suitable for the following models:
7701 standard
7702 extra long
7801 extra short
7703 foldable
single packed
Price per piece
Attention:
Cannot be used on icy or snow-covered roads and paths.
Please use the separately available ice claw.
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground or on frozen ground.
Before use, please remove the rubber attachment which is mounted on the seatsticks for production
reasons.
Price per piece

11,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking stick anti-slip attachment BigFoot

Model:AC1681017

This rubber walking stick lives up to its name With its large contact surface ( ? 5.6 cm)and its design
with joint properties, the BigFoot offers an adhesion-optimised sole and high abrasion resistance
    Variant A - 18.5 mm - 20.5 mm
    suitable for Flipstick cane models 7801,7701,7702,7803 and 7703
   Variant B 22,0 - 24 mm
   only suitable for Flipstick model series 7704 and 7706
 

14,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
Tube diameter: 18,5 - 20,5 mm

22 - 24 mm
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Seatstick accessories

Walking Stick Beach Attachment Twin Pack

Model:FL8205-2

Flipstick plastic spike plate, the off-road attachment for soft and boggy forest soil,
only suitable for tube diameter 19mm
    Art. 7801 Flipstick Standard extra short
    Art. 7701 Flipstick Standard
    Art. 7702Flipstick extra long
    Art. 7703Flipstick foldable
    Art. 7803Flipstick foldable extra short
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground or on frozen ground.
Before use, please remove the rubber attachment which is mounted on the seatsticks for production
reasons.
Double pack

23,90 EUR   16,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Flipstick spare parts

Flipstick Replacement Foot Rubber Attachment Ø 19mm

Model:FL8201.19

Replacement foot for Flipstick seatsticks Rubber foot for tube diameter 19 mm suitable for
    Flipstick standard art.no. 7701
    Flipstick extra long art.no. 7702
    Flipstick extra short. Art.no. 7801
    Flipstick foldable Art.No. 7703
    Flipstick foldable extra short art.no. 7803
per piece
 

6,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Replacement Foot Twin Pack 19mm

Model:FL8201-192

Replacement rubber foot 19 mm only suitable for
    Flipstick standard art.no. 7701
    Flipstick extra long art.no. 7702
    Flipstick extra short. Art.no. 7801
    Flipstick foldable item no. 7703
    Flipstick foldable extra short art.no. 7803
in a double pack per set

13,80 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Replacement Foot Twin Pack 22mm

Model:FL8201-222

Rubberised seat post Attachment foot Ø 22 mm
only suitable for
    Flipstick adjustable Art. 7704
    Flipstick foldable and adjustable Art. 7706
in a double pack per set

13,80 EUR   10,00 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Flipstick Replacement Foot Ø 22mm

Model:FL8201-22

Rubberised perch Attachment foot suitable for tube diameter Ø 22 mm
only suitable for
    Flipstick adjustable Art. 7704
    Flipstick foldable and adjustable Art. 7706
per piece

6,90 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Flipstick spare parts

Ice claw and ice spike for walking sticks from 16 to 22mm

Model:AC146600

With the ice claw as an ice spike, you can now also walk with crutches and walking sticks in winter
without the risk of slipping.
This is because the walking stick spike and ice attachment ensures a secure grip on the stick with its 5
spikes.
This ice claw differs from other walking stick attachments for winter in that the winter attachment can be
conveniently folded up when entering ice-free areas or living spaces.
Another advantage of this ice claw is its easy installation
    Suitable for tube diameters 16 mm to 22 mm

11,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Spare bag for folding stick black

Model:FL8203-s

Shoulder bag made of nylon fabric with zip closure for foldable seat sticks and walking sticks.
This black shoulder bag with click closure is adjustable to the body size and stature by an adjustable
strap.
The click mechanism of the strap can be released and closed with 2 fingers.
The bag allows space-saving transport of your foldable walking stick.
When not in use, the triangular bag can easily be stowed away in your hand luggage or suitcase.
    Colour black
    shape: Triangle
    dimensions 28 x 25 cm
    with adjustable shoulder strap

19,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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Flipstick spare parts

Walking stick all-terrain foot Beach attachment for sandy, boggy soils for walking sticks

Model:FL108201

Plastic spike plate, the off-road attachment for soft and boggy forest soil,
only suitable for tube diameter 19mm
Now nothing stands in the way of a walk on the beach, a mudflat hike or a forest walk off the beaten
track.
With the all-terrain foot as a plug-in attachment to your walking stick, you are now independent even
off-road and on soft ground.
The walking stick attachment can be helpful for example
on sandy beaches
on mudflats
in muddy terrain
and on all other soft surfaces where the normal walking foot would sink in.
This spike attachment is excellent for beach, mudflat and forest walks.
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground and on frozen ground
suitable for walking sticks with D=19mm or for our Flipstick sitting stick suitable for the following models:
7701 standard
7702 extra long
7801 extra short
7703 foldable
single packed
Price per piece
Attention:
Cannot be used on icy or snow-covered roads and paths.
Please use the separately available ice claw.
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground or on frozen ground.
Before use, please remove the rubber attachment which is mounted on the seatsticks for production
reasons.
Price per piece

11,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs

Walking Stick Beach Attachment Twin Pack

Model:FL8205-2

Flipstick plastic spike plate, the off-road attachment for soft and boggy forest soil,
only suitable for tube diameter 19mm
    Art. 7801 Flipstick Standard extra short
    Art. 7701 Flipstick Standard
    Art. 7702Flipstick extra long
    Art. 7703Flipstick foldable
    Art. 7803Flipstick foldable extra short
Do not use in the mountains on stony, hard ground or on frozen ground.
Before use, please remove the rubber attachment which is mounted on the seatsticks for production
reasons.
Double pack

23,90 EUR   16,95 EUR  incl.19% VAT plus shipping costs
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